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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

E-mobility – the proliferation of electric vehicles
(EVs) – is having a profound effect on the
automotive sector and its adjacent industries.

The scope of its impact is only just beginning
to take shape but will, undoubtedly, irrevocably
change the market. A combination of regulatory
pressure, public demand, and a swathe of
new market entrants disrupting the industry
mean that change is not only inevitable, but is
happening now – and happening fast.

shared ownership of vehicles over traditional individual
S[RIVWLMT8LIWIGSQQSREWWYQTXMSRWũƤVQP]MRXLI
VIEPQSJWGMIRGIƤGXMSRNYWXEHIGEHIEKSũRS[YRHIVPMRI
new e-mobility strategies.
Managing this transition will be crucial. Those who miss
the target completely may risk as much as those who do
not innovate at all. Keeping pace with the rate of innovation
ũEPSRK[MXLƤRHMRKXLIRI[WOMPPWERHMRWMKLXWXLEX[MPPFI

Three years ago, e-mobility was a strategic consideration for

required – is no simple task. So how do businesses decide

less than a quarter of companies in the automobile sector.

on a strategy when the future is unclear? And how can

-RWMKLXWJVSQMRHYWXV]MRWMHIVWMRHMGEXIXLEXXLMWƤKYVIMW

companies acquire and build the skills and technologies they

rising to nearly two-thirds over the next three years. Few

need to respond?

technologies have proved as effective or as fast at shaking
up an industry.

To address these questions, this Modis report delivers
insights from a wide-ranging survey of automotive

Where is this leading the sector, and what’s next? Past

executives, along with viewpoints from industry experts and

predictions of e-mobility trends have rarely played out within

academics. It aims to better understand how far along the

XLIIWXMQEXIHXMQIPMRIW,S[IZIVQER]JIIPGSRƤHIRXXLEX

automotive industry is on its transition to a world dominated

[MXLMRXLIRI\XƤZIXS]IEVWEYXSRSQSYWZILMGPIW[MPP

F]IQSFMPMX]ũERHXLIGSRƤHIRGIPIZIPWSJXLSWI[MXLMRER

dominate the roadways, and that consumers will prefer

industry sector marked by disruption.
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Some of the report’s key
findings include:
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That is a striking shift.
Shared-ownership models of autonomous cars will also put
the value stream of cars into question, explains Sebastiaan

Change is already well under way in the global
automobile industry, but is set to accelerate

/VSP')3SJ1SHMW+IVQER]Ű8LIGLEPPIRKIMRXLMWMWXLEX
car manufacturers are increasingly trying to customise their
service and entertainment offering to the passengers inside

The pace of change has increased rapidly. Nearly two-thirds

autonomous vehicles. If the passengers keep changing, it

(64%) of survey respondents believe that e-mobility will have

creates new opportunities for both the car manufacturers

EQENSVMQTEGXSRXLIMVSVKERMWEXMSRŭWWXVEXIK]SZIVXLIRI\X

and for potential providers of software and entertainment

XLVII]IEVWGSQTEVIH[MXLNYWX SZIVXLIPEWXXLVII]IEVW

solutions.”

2SXEFP]EVSYRHSRIXLMVH 

WE]XLEXXLIMVGSQTER]LEW

already adopted a wholly new business model in response to
e-mobility trends.
8LIWIƤRHMRKWLSPHEGVSWWXLIMRHYWXV]VIKEVHPIWWSJ
company size in terms of revenue or geographic location.
2IEVP]WIZIRMR 

WYVZI]VIWTSRHIRXWFIPMIZIXLEX):W

will fundamentally change revenue and value streams for the
automotive sector. There is a sense of urgency – for those
that don’t adapt and embrace these changes, competitive
advantage will have been lost.

The industry is optimistic about its ability
to navigate the changes, but major strategic
questions remain
Many of the traditional market players will see huge
competition from small start-ups. Start-ups are often better
and quicker at acquiring the skillsets to build the cars of the
future, and can be more agile than the big players, explains
Mr. Krol. Today, there is a growing proliferation of new market
entrants set to challenge the incumbents.

Delivering autonomous vehicles is now the
number one driver of change in the industry,
highlighting the extent to which the industry
has become a software play

=IXXLIMRGYQFIRXEYXSQSXMZIMRHYWXV]VIQEMRWGSRƤHIRXMR

Driven by rapid technological advances over the past decade,

of the market, or the source of the greatest future revenue

autonomous vehicles are now a driving force in e-mobility
transformation. The survey shows that strategic planning

MXWJYXYVI2IEVP]RMRIMR 

WE]XLEXXLIMVGSQTER]LEW

EGPIEVZMWMSRJSVXLIMVIQSFMPMX]WXVEXIK][MXL WXEXMRK
that they are well positioned to execute on that strategy. This
is despite continuing uncertainty about the future shape
streams. Strategies will need to be robust and agile enough
to adapt and cope with future uncertainties.

and research and development (R&D) efforts are focused
on this area more than any other. Just over half of those
polled believe that there is already strong and growing public
demand for autonomous vehicles.

Distinctions between traditional industry
roles are blurring. This will require creativity in
strategic thinking

The rise of autonomous vehicles means that traditional
revenue streams based around cars, car dealerships and

Ű(IƤRMRKXLIIHKISJXLIMRHYWXV]MWFIGSQMRKQSVIHMJƤGYPX

VITPEGIQIRXTEVXW[MPPFIGSQIPIWWWMKRMƤGERX

It’s a lot more blurred than it used to be,” says Professor

As witnessed in the smartphone industry, software and

4IXIV;IPPW,IEHSJ0SKMWXMGWERH3TIVEXMSRW1EREKIQIRX

services are expected to become a bigger source of

Section, Professor of Business and Sustainability, Cardiff

EYXSQSXMZIMRHYWXV]TVSƤXWXLERXLIYRHIVP]MRKZILMGPI

&YWMRIWW7GLSSP8LIVMWISJ):WLEWSTIRIHXLIHSSVXS

LEVH[EVIũEZMI[WLEVIHF] SJMRHYWXV]I\IGYXMZIW

QENSVRI[TPE]IVWMRXLIQEVOIXJVSQXLI-8XIPIGSQWERH
energy sectors. The media and advertising industries see the
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potential that autonomous vehicles will bring for new revenue

skills, making it the most popular option.

streams.

In addition, in-house development will become a growing and

)WXEFPMWLIHTPE]IVWEVII\TIVMQIRXMRKERHHMTTMRKXLIMV

OI]TEVXSJXLIGSVTSVEXIWXVEXIK]XSƤPPXLI[MHIRMRKWOMPPW

XSIWMRXSRI[EVIEWWYGLEWZILMGPIWIGYVMX]ERHEVXMƤGMEP

KETEFSYXJSYVMR 

intelligence (AI). Meanwhile, unlikely partnerships with

of existing staff as key to obtaining the necessary technical

competitors are being considered in order to meet the

WOMPPWVIUYMVIHJSVIQSFMPMX],S[IZIVRIEVP]JSYVMR 

demand for the technical skills and know-how required

express uncertainty about the ability of their organisation

XSIQFVEGIIQSFMPMX]%QEVOIXMRƥY\TVIWIRXWFSXL

to develop new skills and expertise for e-mobility. This is

opportunities and challenges in equal measure.

MQTSVXERXIQSFMPMX]WXVEXIKMIW[MPPSRP]FIEWIJJIGXMZIEW

GSRWMHIVXVEMRMRKERHQIRXSVWLMT


XLIXEPIRXEZEMPEFPIXSMQTPIQIRXXLIQŞ

Software is key to future-proofing business
strategies
Most respondents feel that their companies’ success in
adapting to e-mobility trends will mainly depend on greater
adoption of new digital technologies (64%) and development
SJMRXIVREPORS[PIHKIERHWOMPPW 

&SXLSJXLIWITVMSVMXMIW

HMVIGXP]VIƥIGXEGSQQSRXLIQIJSVXLIJYXYVISJIQSFMPMX]
hardware will take a back seat to software and services.

About the report
The research is based on a survey of 250
business executives within the automotive
industries, spanning Asia Pacific (China, South
Korea, Japan and India), Europe (UK, France,
Germany, Spain and Italy), and North America
(USA).

The survey results make the software shift abundantly clear.
Already, more respondents feel that their business is more
driven by software and services than those who remain
TYVIP]LEVH[EVITPE]IVW%RHXLMW[MPPSRP]MRGVIEWIPSSOMRK
ELIEH WE]XLEXXLIMVFYWMRIWW[MPPFIJSGYWIHQSVI
on software and services in three years than it is today.
As hardware elements become more generic, automotive
producers will differentiate themselves through their ability to
provide more sophisticated software functions.

Talent development is a pivotal barrier to
success

Survey demographics
The survey focuses on a wide range of senior executives.
6IWTSRHIRXWVERKIJVSQXLIQEREKIVMEPPIZIP  SJ
overall respondents), to director and C-suite – including chief
I\IGYXMZIGLMIJƤRERGMEPSJƤGIVGLMIJSTIVEXMRKSJƤGIVERH
GLMIJMRJSVQEXMSRSJƤGIVũ 



Respondents all work within the automotive industry. SubWIGXSVWVITVIWIRXIHMRXLMWWYVZI]EVIGEVTSSPMRKWLEVMRK
WIVZMGIWIRKMRIIVMRKTVSHYGXHIZIPSTQIRXVIWIEVGLHIWMKR
ƤRERGMEPWIVZMGIWQERYJEGXYVMRK EYXSQSFMPIWERHTEVXW 

%GGIWWXSWOMPPWERHXEPIRXMWSRISJXLIQSWXWMKRMƤGERX

marketing services, maintenance and repairs, retail and sales,

hurdles for the e-mobility revolution. Nearly all companies

software development and implementation, research and

are seeking new hires with skills such as AI, application

information services. All respondents represent organisations

development, and cybersecurity. However, it is widely

[MXLERERRYEPKPSFEPVIZIRYII\GIIHMRK97QMPPMSR[MXL

acknowledged that demand for talent is outstripping supply.

JSYVMR 

Half of all companies surveyed see hiring new talent as the
most important means to obtaining the requisite technical

I\GIIHMRK97FMPPMSR
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Dr. Paul Nieuwenhuis, Co-Director of the Centre for Automotive Industry Research, and
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University
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4VSJIWWSV4IXIV;IPPW,IEHSJ0SKMWXMGWERH3TIVEXMSRW1EREKIQIRX7IGXMSR
Professor of Business and Sustainability, Cardiff Business School, Cardiff University
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SECTION 1:

The e-mobility evolution is happening

“As customers, we are changing,” says YvesMarie Boissonnet, Global Head of Engineering
Practice at the Adecco Group. Just as the way we
consume movies and music has been disrupted
by the likes of Spotify and Netflix, the way we
drive is being altered by the development of EVs,
autonomous cars and shared mobility. “Moving
from point A to point B will be totally disrupted,”
Mr. Boissonnet says.

A shift in progress
Almost two-thirds (63%) of executives within the automotive
industry agree that the automobile industry has been slow to
respond to the issue of e-mobility, but that they expect this
will change sharply in the next three years.
A number of factors are pushing the rapid rise of e-mobility
disruption. Regulatory pressure and public demand are
pressing the automotive industry to clean up its act with
respect to transport pollution, now responsible for about a
quarter of greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, a range of

;LEXŭWQSVIGYWXSQIVTVIJIVIRGIMWWLMJXMRKŰ8LIJSGYW

new market entrants are pushing the bar on innovation and

of buying a car is drifting away from the pure performance

new business models.

of driving and more towards entertainment and experience
within the car,” explains Mr. Krol. And, because of the speed at

The industry-wide change is disrupting business models

which cars are becoming digital, manufacturers’ demand for

across the sector. Looking ahead over the next three years,

I\XIVREPWSJX[EVIERHWIVZMGIWI\TIVXMWIMWFSSQMRKŰ8LMW

 SJWYVZI]VIWTSRHIRXWWE]XLEXXLI]EVIJEGMRKQENSV

market is opening up because, internally, manufacturers are

or moderate strategic impacts on their businesses due to

overwhelmingly staffed with people who were hired when car

IQSFMPMX]JEVQSVIXLERMRXLITEWXXLVII]IEVW8LMWƤRHMRK

design was mostly a mechanical undertaking.”

holds across the industry, regardless of company size or
geographic location.
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Over the past three years, to what degree has electro
mobility (e-mobility) impacted on your organisation’s
overall strategy? And how much do you expect it to
impact on your strategy in the next three years?

Figure 1: The impact of e-mobility

This is largely because traditional revenue models and the value stream from internal
GSQFYWXMSRIRKMRIGEVWHSRSXXVERWJIV[IPPXSEQEVOIXHSQMREXIHF]):WŰ8LI
existing industry business model has probably reached the end of the road anyway,”
says Dr. Paul Nieuwenhuis, Co-Director of the Centre for Automotive Industry Research
ERH'S(MVIGXSV)PIGXVMG:ILMGPI'IRXVISJ)\GIPPIRGIEX'EVHMJJ&YWMRIWW7GLSSPŰ-J]SY
XLIRXLVS[RI[XIGLRSPSKMIWPMOI):WMRXSXLIQM\XLI[LSPIXLMRKRSPSRKIV[SVOWű
For example, traditional income for car manufacturers has mainly stemmed from
MRMXMEPGEVWEPIWWYTTSVXJVSQGSVTSVEXIƤRERGIWTEVITEVXWWIVZMGIERHQEMRXIRERGI
Franchised dealers also play a large part in this infrastructure.
;MXL):WXLIWIMRGSQIWXVIEQW[MPPFIXYVRIHSRXLIMVLIEHW1ER]WYVZI]VIWTSRHIRXW
FIPMIZIXLEX):W[MPPJYRHEQIRXEPP]GLERKI[LIVIEYXSWIGXSVGSQTERMIWGETXYVI
ZEPYI*SVI\EQTPIEWWIIRMRXLIWQEVXTLSRIMRHYWXV] FIPMIZIXLEXWSJX[EVIERH
WIVZMGIW[MPPFIGSQIEFMKKIVWSYVGISJEYXSQSXMZIMRHYWXV]TVSƤXWXLERXLIYRHIVP]MRK
ZILMGPILEVH[EVI-REHHMXMSR EKVIIXLEXWLEVIHQSFMPMX]QSHIPW[MPPIQIVKIEW
common replacements to traditional car ownership over the next three years.
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To what extent do you agree or disagree with the
following statements?
As seen in the smartphone industry, software and services will become a
bigger source of auto industry profits than the underlying vehicle hardware.

Shared mobility models (e.g. on demand and pay per use) will start
to emerge as increasingly common replacements to conventional car
ownership over the next three years

Figure 2: Shared mobility models, software and services

Strategic responses – placing bets on e-mobility trends
The transition to e-mobility will certainly not happen overnight. Most manufacturers, engineers,
WYTTPMIVWTVSHYGXHIZIPSTQIRXƤVQWERHSXLIVTPE]IVWMRXLIMRHYWXV][MPPGSRXMRYIXSWIVZMGI
ERHHIZIPSTXVEHMXMSREPGEVWERHL]FVMHWJSVHIGEHIWXSGSQI,S[IZIV6 (JSV):WMWE
growing part of their business models.
This survey shows that, for nearly all respondents, the rise of e-mobility has caused
SVKERMWEXMSRWXSTPEGIQSVIGVMXMGEPGSRWMHIVEXMSRSR):VIPEXIHWXVEXIKMIWMRXLITEWXXLVII
]IEVW2SXEFP]EFSYXSRIXLMVH 

WE]XLEXXLIMVGSQTER]LEWEPVIEH]EHSTXIHE[LSPP]RI[

business model in response to e-mobility trends. And experimentation with related e-mobility
TVSNIGXWMW[IPPYRHIV[E]
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In the past three years, in response to the rise of e-mobility,
has your organisation placed more critical consideration on
any of the following strategies?

Has your organisation participated in any trials and
experimentation in the following technology and service
areas:

Figure 3: The rise of e-mobility
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Autonomous vehicles

SJXLIWXIIVMRK[LIIPűLIEHHWŰ%WXIGLRSPSK]MQTVSZIWERH
becomes more reliable, our vehicles will become increasingly
automated. And in terms of becoming fully autonomous, I

“

don’t think that will be far ahead in the future.”

When asked which e-mobility strategies
are receiving the greatest consideration,
it’s clear that autonomous driving is a
priority. Driven by rapid advances in
various technologies over the past decade,
it is now a driving force in the e-mobility
transformation. “In 10 years all our streets
may be full of autonomous car taxis, and
that will definitely have an impact on the
production of cars, the number of cars sold
globally and how they are financed,” says
Mr. Boissonnet.

.YWXSZIVLEPJ 
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SJXLIMRHYWXV]TVSJIWWMSREPWTSPPIH

believe that there is already strong and growing public
demand for autonomous driving vehicles. And nearly half
(49%) pointed to the development of autonomous cars as
EGVMXMGEPTEVXSJXLIMVGYVVIRXWXVEXIK]+MZIRXLEXHIPMZIVMRK
autonomous vehicles is primarily a software challenge rather
than a hardware issue, this is a seismic shift.
Business strategies are already honing in on autonomous
HVMZMRK WE]XLEXXLIMVGSQTER]MWEPVIEH]MRZSPZIHMR
trials related to autonomous driving – making this the top
XIGLRSPSK]EVIESJMRZIWXQIRX[MXLXLIVMWISJIQSFMPMX]3J
those who are already investing, 63% say that autonomous
HVMZMRKFIWXVIƥIGXWXLIMVOI]WXVEXIKMGTVMSVMXMIWMRVIPEXMSRXS
e-mobility.
Ű8LI[LSPIL]TIEVSYRHIPIGXVMGQSFMPMX]MWKMZMRKKVIEX
impulse to aim for autonomous cars,” says Dr. Walter Leal,
4VSJIWWSVSJ)RZMVSRQIRXERH8IGLRSPSK]1ERGLIWXIV
Metropolitan University. Although there are still many safety
and regulatory concerns surrounding fully autonomous cars
on the road, degrees of automation are already on the market,
ERHMRGVIQIRXEPMQTPIQIRXEXMSRWEVIMRGVIEWMRKVETMHP]Ű8LI
car I drive warns me if I am going too much to the side of the
road or if there are obstacles ahead, with a gentle vibration

New sources of energy
New energy storage solutions are the second most quoted
area of experimentation and the fourth most popular
strategic consideration made in the past three years. This
MWERSXLIVEVIEXLEXLSPHWQENSVMQTPMGEXMSRWJSVGYVVIRX
FYWMRIWWQSHIPWŰ8LI[LSPI):?WLMJXAFVIEOWHS[RMJXLI
energy charging the car comes from conventional power
WSYVGIWűWE]W(V0IEPŰ-J[IEVIYWMRKGSEPRYGPIEVXLIVQEP
or other polluting power sources, then emission savings
won’t be taking place. We need pure renewables to make it
work.”
Some players have been quick to see the opportunity. Tesla,
for example, has merged with a solar power generation
company, thus integrating the sale of batteries and solar
panels alongside its vehicles. Many other players are also
NSWXPMRKJSVEXXIRXMSRMRXLMWWTEGI
Ű&EXXIV]GLEVKMRKMWEREVIESJTEVXMGYPEVJSGYWEXXLI
moment,” says Renato Bisignani, Director of Communications
EX*SVQYPE)EQENSVKPSFEPIPIGXVMGVEGMRKGLEQTMSRWLMT
and sporting platform for manufacturers to test and
WLS[GEWIXLIMV):XIGLRSPSKMIWŰ8LIVERKIERHEYXSRSQ]SJ
batteries is already at a very advanced stage, even if we are in
XLIIEVP]WXEKIWSJ):HIZIPSTQIRXERHXLEX[MPPGSRXMRYIXS
grow. How quickly the batteries will be recharged will further
EGGIPIVEXIXLIEHSTXMSRSJ):W*YVXLIVQSVIEWXIGLRSPSK]
progresses and sale prices start to align with traditional
combustion cars then the choice for consumers will be very
simple.”
1V&MWMKRERMEHHWXLEXMRXLIWTEGISJNYWXJSYV]IEVW
EX*SVQYPE)GEVWLEZIQEREKIHXSHSYFPIXLIMVIRIVK]
GETEGMX]Ű*SVQYPE)MWTVSZMRKLS[JEWX):XIGLRSPSK]
MWHIZIPSTMRK[MXLSYVRI[P]PEYRGLIH+IRIVEXMSRGEV
QEOMRKMXWHIFYXMRWIEWSRƤZIERHEFPIXSVYRXLIIRXMVI
race distance with no need for drivers to have a mid-race car
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W[ET8LIXIGLRSPSK]XVERWJIVJVSQXVEGOXSVSEH[MPPFIRIƤX
the automotive industry as a whole.” For everyday drivers, this
translates to longer road trips and less ‘range anxiety’ about
reaching the next charging station.
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Shared mobility
%FSYXWM\MRSJVIWTSRHIRXWEKVIIXLEXWLEVIHQSFMPMX]
models, such as on-demand or pay-per-use vehicle sharing
models, will emerge as increasingly common replacements

Charging infrastructure

to conventional car ownership over the next three years.
%GGSVHMRKP]XLMWMWEOI]TVMSVMX]JSVXLIQENSVMX]SJ
VIWTSRHIRXW 

MRVIPEXMSRXSXLIMVIQSFMPMX]WXVEXIK]

The infrastructure and availability of charging networks are

,S[IZIVXSHEXISRP] LEZIWXEVXIHI\TIVMQIRXMRK[MXL

[MXLSYXHSYFXXLIOI]FSXXPIRIGOWXS):XVERWJSVQEXMSR3YV

related models, indicating how much more work remains to

WYVZI]WLS[WXLEX LEZIKMZIRQSVIGVMXMGEPGSRWMHIVEXMSR

be done in this area.

to the approaches and models for vehicle charging and
refuelling in the past three years. And nearly a quarter have
already participated in trials related to charging networks and
vehicle charging.

“

Today, if you buy an electric car for the
typical urban mobility purposes, it’s
probably parked about 90% of the time,”
explains Mr. Krol. “Longer charging times of
more than several hours are not a problem
in this case”. For the actual purpose of a
car however, mid to long term travel, the
ranges of the current vehicles oblige you
to regularly stop to power up. In these
cases you need fast charging, say half an
hour to an hour maximum. So we need high
and low-speed charging possibilities built
into our traffic infrastructure. I do not yet
see people thinking structurally enough
about the architecture and infrastructure
that is needed in my opinion; work is overly
focussed on charging within the urban and
suburban areas but not the actual car or
travel experience.” At the end, the future
can’t be parking lots aside the freeways
covered with hundreds of different OEM
Specific charging poles.

Diversification and integration
Companies are not placing all their eggs in one basket. Many
respondents say that they are involved in several facets of
e-mobility. A quarter have already started trials on updatable
cars and advances in car connectivity, as well as 3D printing
for vehicle parts, vehicle cybersecurity, charging networks,
ERHEVXMƤGMEPMRXIPPMKIRGI
Some models, such as Tesla’s model S and Nissan’s Leaf,
are developing high levels of integration across many of
these technologies. While some elements may prove to be
TVSƤXEFPIXLSWIXLEXEVIRSXGERFIHMZIWXIHEXWSQITSMRXMR
the future.
There is a precedent within the industry for such an
approach, says Dr. Nieuwenhuis. The production of Ford
motor cars was initially done entirely in-house, in part
because there was no infrastructure of external suppliers
big enough to feed Ford’s mass production system.
+VEHYEPP]XLIMRHYWXV]GLERKIH8SHE]MXMWIWXMQEXIHXLEX
*SVHWYFGSRXVEGXWũ SJXLIEGXMZMXMIWSRGIHSRIMR
LSYWIŰ%XXLIQSQIRX[IŭVIIRXIVMRKETIVMSHSJMRXIRWI
experimentation, and one of the responses to that is to start
doing everything, and gradually start separating things out,”
says Dr. Nieuwenhuis.

E-MOBILITY: THE ACCELERATING PACE OF CHANGE

Outside industry impacts
The car manufacturers are only a small part of the EV value chain. Many
industries have a role, arguably a responsibility, and indeed opportunities to
seize, around the e-mobility transformation.

Energy
3RIOI]FIRIƤXSJIQSFMPMX]MWXLEXMXVIHYGIWSYVHITIRHIRG]SRSMP%PXIVREXMZIWSYVGIW
SJIRIVK]ERHXLIMRJVEWXVYGXYVIJSV):GLEVKMRKEVIRS[QEMRGSRWMHIVEXMSRWMRXLIJYXYVI
HIZIPSTQIRXSJ):W1ER]XVEHMXMSREPERHRI[TPE]IVWEVIMRZSPZIHMRXLMWQSZIQIRXXSGPIER
EFYRHERXIRIVK]7YTTP]MRKIPIGXVMGMX]XLEXMWKVIIRERHWYWXEMREFPIMWEWMKRMƤGERXGLEPPIRKI
that will also have a tremendous impact on the traditional energy sector.

IT and consumer electronics
The physical car is only a very small part of the e-mobility evolution. As this report shows,
WSJX[EVIERHWIVZMGIWEVII\TIGXIHXSFIEFMKKIVWSYVGISJEYXSQSXMZIMRHYWXV]TVSƤXWXLER
traditional hardware. A variety of players outside the automotive industry will provide the core
TPEXJSVQWERHRI[WIVZMGIWXSWYTTSVXERHTYWLXLMWWLMJX)RKMRIIVWERHETTHIZIPSTIVW[MPPFI
RIIHIHQSVIXLERIZIVMRQER]VSPIWERHMRHYWXVMIWXSFVMRKXLITSWWMFMPMXMIWSJ):WXSPMJI

Media and entertainment
Ű7SSR]SY[MPPRSXWMXMREGEVXLI[E]XLEX]SYEVIWMXXMRKXSHE]űWE]W1V&SMWWSRRIXVIJIVVMRK
PEVKIP]XSXLIWXIEH]IQIVKIRGISJWIPJHVMZMRKGEVWŰ8LIVIEVIHIƤRMXIP]RI[TSXIRXMEPVIZIRYI
streams for the media industry and for the advertising industry.”
Currently drivers are not able, or certainly not advised, to engage with media interfaces that
might impair their concentration while driving. But truly autonomous cars paint a different
TMGXYVI6MHIVWFIGSQIEGETXMZIEYHMIRGIEZEMPEFPIJSVQYWMGQSZMIWERH8:WLS[W
Accordingly, media players are keeping a close eye on this space and potential opportunities
XSTEVXRIV[MXLQERYJEGXYVIVWŰ8LMW[LSPITVSGIWWLEWEPSXSJWTMRSJJWHMJJIVIRXTEVXWXLEX
involve other sectors,” agrees Dr. Leal.
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SECTION 2

Preparing for the unknown

A confident industry
When it comes to confidence, the automotive
industry has it in copious supply, no doubt
bolstered by strong sales in recent years. Nearly
nine in 10 respondents (88%) say that their
company has a clear vision for their e-mobility
strategy. Furthermore, 85% say they are well
positioned to execute on that strategy.

LERHPIXLMWGLERKIERHNYWXXSWII[LEX[SVOWűWE]W(V
2MIY[IRLYMWŰ8LIWLETISJXLIMRHYWXV]MRXLVIIXSƤZIXS
years’ time is unknown, and some business strategies may
not be robust enough to survive a slow pace of adoption, or
agile enough to meet surging demand. They may be investing
in the wrong strategies.”
8LIVIEVIEPWSWMKRMƤGERXYRERW[IVIHUYIWXMSRWEVSYRHXLI
I\XIRXXS[LMGLXLI):QEVOIX[MPPKVS[ERHXLIVIZIRYIW

-XMWMRXIVIWXMRKXSRSXIXLEXXLIWIPIZIPWSJGSRƤHIRGIEVI

it will generate. The strategies will need to be creative to

MRHYWXV][MHIVIKEVHPIWWSJWM^IWIGXSVERHVIKMSRWWXVSRK

cope with the level of uncertainty. And, while most business

GSRƤHIRGIMWVITSVXIHF] SJVIWTSRHIRXWMR)YVSTI 

executives are bullish about their strategies and ability to

MR%WME4EGMƤGERH MR2SVXL%QIVMGE

execute, nearly one in two (46%) express some hesitation
about their ability to execute on the shift to e-mobility.

%XƤVWXXLMWGSRƤHIRGIQE]WIIQQMWKYMHIHŰ'SQTERMIW
are experimenting with different business models to
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In your view, does your organisation have a clear vision for

Is your organisation well positioned to execute on that

its e-mobility strategy?

strategy?

Figure 4: Executing an e-mobility stragegy

Traditional and resilient players
Regardless of the uncertainty around e-mobility strategies,

three global manufacturers would enter the series by season

optimism prevails. And despite a proliferation of well-funded

ƤZI;IEVIMRXLIQMHHPISJSYVJSYVXLWIEWSRERHLEZI

newcomers in the market that might shake the resolve of

EPVIEH]ERRSYRGIHKPSFEPQERYJEGXYVIVW[MXLXLIVIGIRX

industry incumbents, most respondents believe that today’s

entries of Mercedes and Porsche.”

leading car manufacturers will be able to maintain market
dominance in the next three years.
Ű-WLEVIXLEXGSRƤHIRGIűWE]W%HIGGS+VSYTŭW1V
&SMWWSRRIXŰ-RSVHIVXSTYWLEPPXLEXMRRSZEXMSRERH
change, the main driver is equity. You need strong equity to
stay relevant in that market. So I would say traditional car
QERYJEGXYVIVWWLSYPHFIGSRƤHIRXű
8LI]EPWSEHETX[IPPXSRI[IRXVERXWLIEHHWŰ)QSFMPMX]LEW
XVMKKIVIHQER]QERYJEGXYVIVWXSPEYRGL):WERHIRXIVXLI
market. And newcomers may take some of the market share
but the establishment continues to dominate.”
*SVQYPE)ŭW1V&MWMKRERMLEWEPWSWIIREQEWWMZIWYVKISJ
MRZSPZIQIRXF]XVEHMXMSREPTPE]IVWŰ;LIR*SVQYPE)[EW
PEYRGLIHMR[IHMHRSXI\TIGXXLIVMWISJ):WXSFIWS
MQQMRIRXűLIWE]WŰ3YVSVMKMREPFYWMRIWWTPERJSVIGEWXXLEX

Future-proofing
8LIWXVEXIKMIWERHHIGMWMSRWQEHISZIVXLIRI\XƤZI]IEVW
[MPPKYMHIIQSFMPMX]JSVXLIRI\XIWTIGMEPP]MRVIWTIGXSJ
planning charging stations, infrastructure, and incentives for
buyers. It is therefore important that automotive companies
HSRŭXQMWWXLIQEVOŰ-J[IHSRŭXKIXMXVMKLXMRXLIRI\X
ƤZI]IEVW[I[SRŭXKIXMXVMKLXEXEPP7SXLIHIGMWMSRWERH
investments need to be made now or it won’t work at all,”
says Dr. Leal.
Most respondents feel that, to successfully adapt to
e-mobility trends, they must depend on greater adoption of
new digital technologies (64%) and development of internal
ORS[PIHKIERHWOMPPW 
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In which areas do you believe your company has to adapt and/
or develop in order to cope with the e-mobility-related changes
in the auto industry over the next three years?

Figure 5: Adapting to e-mobility

&SXLSJXLIWITVMSVMXMIWVIƥIGXEGSQQSRXLIQILEVH[EVI

increasingly commoditised. The points of differentiation will

will take a back seat to software and services. This shift

become the structure of the vehicle and the way its different

towards software is abundantly clear throughout the survey.

software elements function.

More respondents say that their business is driven by
software and services than those who believe it is primarily

Ű-XLMROXLEXMRSVHIVXSHMJJIVIRXMEXIMRXLIJYXYVI]SYRIIH

HVMZIRF]LEVH[EVI0SSOMRKELIEH WE]XLEXXLIMV

software expertise. You have to be able to work through

business will be focused more on software and services in

WSJX[EVIXSGSRƤKYVIWYWTIRWMSRLS[XLIGEVFILEZIWMR

XLVII]IEVWXLERMXMWXSHE]Ű8LMWHSIWRŭXWYVTVMWIQIűWE]W

terms of performance, responsiveness and acceleration,

Dr. Nieuwenhuis. The emphasis on software addresses one

and how that interacts with the electronics in the car,” says

of the key problems the industry will have around how to

(V2MIY[IRLYMW&IWMHIWLIEHHWŰLEVH[EVIMWSJXIR[LIVI

differentiate their products and services.

we see things go wrong. Just look at Tesla trying to wrap up
TVSHYGXMSRJSVXLI1SHIP8LIMVGYVVIRXHMJƤGYPX]MWEVSYRH

At the moment, big auto producers differentiate themselves
through physical elements like engine performance,
driver handling and electric motors. But these factors are

controlling the hardware.”
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Which of the following business models will best represent
your organisation in three years’ time?

Figure 6: Future business models

Software platforms: to build or borrow?
1SVIXLERLEPJSJVIWTSRHIRXW 

EKVIIXLEXXLIMVGSQTER][MPPJSGYWQSVISRMQTPIQIRXMRK

WSJX[EVITPEXJSVQWTVSZMHIHF]TEVXRIVW IK+SSKPI%TTPI XLERHIZIPSTMRKXLIMVS[R3RP] 
HMWEKVII,S[IZIVXLITMGXYVIMWRSXWXVEMKLXJSV[EVHŰ-XMWI\XVIQIP]XVMGO]XSƤKYVISYX[LEXMWXLI
best way to achieve a balance between build or borrow,” says Professor Wells.

Agree or disagree: we’ll focus more on implementing software platforms
from other partners (e.g. Google, Apple) than developing our own.

Figure 7: Focus on software
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A key concern for the industry is who owns the customer and

3YXWSYVGMRKQIHMEWIIQWEWXVEXIK]EHSTXIHF]EPQSWXEPP

the data that customers generate. Both are valuable. Most

businesses surveyed. It is accepted that there is little point

car manufacturers are reluctant to hand that key relationship

MRGSQTIXMRK[MXLXLI%TTPI1YWMG7TSXMJ]ERH2IXƥM\X]TI

over to the software and services industry.

WIVZMGIWSJXLI[SVPHŰ;LEX-ŭQWIIMRKMWEREXXIQTXXS
HIƤRIRI[WSVXWSJFYRHPIW[LIVIF]GSQTERMIWEVIXV]MRK

But as this survey shows, a decoupling of software from

to position themselves and the car as a collective resource

hardware is largely already under way or, to some degree,

management strategy for households,” adds Professor

accepted as the ideal strategy. The controls and interior

Wells. An example is Tesla’s Powerwall, a home solar energy

interface are increasingly digital and complex. The total

storage hardware unit that can be used to charge electric

WSJX[EVIW]WXIQWVYRRMRKMRER):ERHEREYXSRSQSYWGEV

GEVWŰ8LIGEVMWMRGVIEWMRKP]PMROIHMRXIVQWSJMRJSVQEXMSR

EVIMQQIRWIMRJSVQEXMSRZILMGPIGSRXVSPIRXIVXEMRQIRX

sharing. That’s one way forward at an individual household

security and beyond. Furthermore, it is important for

PIZIPFYXHMJƤGYPXXSEGLMIZIMREWMKRMƤGERXZSPYQIMREWLSVX

producers to ensure compatibility while having the scalability

amount of time.”

ERHƥI\MFMPMX]XSW[MXGLSYXSVYTHEXIWSJX[EVI[MXLSYX
interfering with the hardware or the car’s functionality.

3XLIVWEVIXEOMRKEQSVITMIGIQIEPETTVSEGLWYGLEW
Jaguar’s removable steering wheel, an interface you can take

Few manufacturers have the resources and expertise to cope

[MXL]SYEWEWQEVXQSFMPIHIZMGISVQYWMGTPE]IVŰ0SSOMRK

[MXLXLMWGSQTPI\MX]Ű8LI]EVITVSFEFP]KSMRKXSGLI[QYGL

at the whole picture, I see a dance between big industry

more than they can swallow if they engage on building their

players in automotive and IT and so on, all forming little

own. So much investment is necessary and then they will

EPPMERGIWERHKVSYTWERHGPYWXIVWűVIƥIGXW4VSJIWWSV;IPPW

be competing with more powerful tech companies,” says Dr.

But, he warns, there is no guarantee that these alliances will

Leal.

endure.

LXXTWXIGLGVYRGLGSQNEKYEVWRI[GSRGITXLEWEWXIIVMRK[LIIP]SYXEPOXSERHXEOI[MXL]SY
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SECTION 3

Tech, employment, partnerships –
tools for success

Undoubtedly, a significant number of traditional jobs in the automotive
industry will be impacted upon by the transition to EVs. But many new
job opportunities are emerging in nearly every sector as a result of the
shift.
Suppliers developing lightweight materials, batteries, robotics, and the systems, software
ERHWIVZMGIWXLEXVYR):WEVIEGPIEVI\EQTPISJKVS[MRKERHMRHIQERHWIGXSVWXLEX
require engineers and skilled workers to meet evolving needs.

Attracting the talent
According to survey respondents, the top skill sets that the automotive industry plans to
recruit include app development, AI, cybersecurity, robotics, systems engineering, and
cloud computing. The procurement and development of knowledge and skills related to
IQSFMPMX]XVIRHW[MPPFIXLIQSWXHIƤRMRKERHGLEPPIRKMRKTEVXSJXLIIQSFMPMX]IZSPYXMSR
JSVXLIEYXSQSXMZIWIGXSVERHXLIMRHYWXVMIWEHNEGIRXXSMX

19
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Which specialty skill sets do you believe will be most important for your
organisation to employ in greater numbers over the next three years in
order to best meet future needs?

Figure 8: Speciality skills of the fuuture

In terms of attracting talent, many players have done well

There are, however, other draws for skilled professionals,

JSVXLIQWIPZIW%FSYXIMKLXMRVITSVXFIMRKWSQI[LEX

including career development and business incubation.

or very successful in hiring their most in-demand skills to

Ű:SPOW[EKIRMWFMKSRXLMWEXXLIQSQIRXűWE]W4VSJIWWSV

date. Automotive companies are recruiting at an incredible

;IPPWŰ8LI]ŭPPTVSZMHIQSHIWXJYRHWJSVEVERKISJWQEPP

rate, but as they do so, they’re increasingly competing with

companies to develop ideas and allow them the time and

XLI+SSKPIW9FIVWERH*EGIFSSOWSJXLI[SVPHJSVXEPIRX

space to be creative around these new technologies with the

especially in the realm of AI. With such scarcity of talent,

ZMI[XLEX?XLIAGEVGSQTERMIWFIRIƤXMRXLIPSRKIVVYRű

companies are making eyebrow-raising offers – average
salaries in the US for AI-related programmers are in the
97ũVERKI[MXLWSQIMRHMZMHYEPWXEOMRK
LSQIXIRWSJQMPPMSRWSJHSPPEVW?A
;LIRGSQTIXMRKJSVXSTXEPIRXQSRI]XEPOW8LIWYVZI]ƤRHW
that, the greater the annual global revenue of the respondent
company, the more likely the business representatives were
XSWE]XLEXVIGVYMXMRKIJJSVXWLEZIFIIRŰZIV]WYGGIWWJYPű
4VSJIWWSV;IPPWMWRŭXWYVTVMWIHŰ8LIVIŭWFIIREPSRKVYRRMRK
tradition in big industry in need of new capability, resources,
QEXIVMEPWSV[LEXIZIVƥI\ƤRERGMEPQYWGPIű

Skills gap ahead
No amount of incentives can fix the underlying
problem: There is not enough talent to go around
– not yet. The talent war is just getting started,
notes Mr. Boissonnet. “We are going to need
engineers of all kinds in the future to satisfy the
demands of the industries. And by 2020, over
50% of the engineers needed will be software
engineers.”

?ALXXTW[[[R]XMQIWGSQXIGLRSPSK]EVXMƤGMEPMRXIPPMKIRGII\TIVXWWEPEVMIWLXQP
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)\MWXMRKYRMZIVWMXMIWEVIEFPIXSWEXMWJ]WSQISJXLMWJYXYVI
HIQERHFYXMXMWRSXETIVJIGXWSPYXMSRŰ9RMZIVWMXMIWEVI
EP[E]WEKIRIVEXMSRFILMRHűWE]W(V4EYP2MIY[IRLYMWŰERH
that’s a problem. They don’t have the resources to keep up
with the very rapid development taking place in industry and
business.”
Additionally, according to Dr. Leal, not many universities are
offering engineering programmes geared toward building
):W*SVI\EQTPI%-MWRSXGSRWMHIVIHXSFIEGSVIIPIQIRX
SJIRKMRIIVMRKXVEMRMRKFYXMWOI]JSV):WTIGMEPMWXWŰ%RSXLIV
problem is vehicle repair and maintenance. Most mechanics
HSRSXLEZIXLIWOMPPWSVXSSPWũSVUYEPMƤGEXMSRWũXSEWWIWW
[LEXLEWKSRI[VSRK[MXLERIPIGXVMGGEVERHLS[XSƤ\MXűLI
says.
):VITEMV[MPPTVSFEFP]VIUYMVIELMKLIVSVEXPIEWXHMJJIVIRX
level of skills than the average vehicle mechanic possesses.
Ű8LIX]TIWSJWOMPPWRIIHIHEVIUYMXIHMJJIVIRXJVSQXLSWI[I
LEZIXSHE]űEHHW(V2MIY[IRLYMWŰ4ISTPIQE]FIEFPIXS
QEOIXLIGEVWFYXGER[IKIXXLIQƤ\IH#ű
Unfortunately, the skills gap will widen as the needs of the
industry grow. Without the depth of talent that cuts across
XLI[LSPIEYXSQSXMZIIGSW]WXIQXLITVSKVIWWSJ):WQE]
JEPXIV[MXLGSRWIUYIRXVEQMƤGEXMSRWJSVXLIIGSRSQ]ERH
environment.

In-house development
It will take many years until the supply of skills needed meets
the demand. In the meantime, organisations are pushing for
new hires and in-house training,
8LIWYVZI]ƤRHWXLEXQER]GSQTERMIWEVIVIP]MRKSRXLIMV
EFMPMX]XSHIZIPSTXEPIRXMRXIVREPP]JSVIQSFMPMX] 



Many respondents are bullish that their company’s ability
MRXLMWVIKEVHMWWXVSRKFYXSRP]EQMRSVMX] 

VEXIXLIMV

GSQTER]ŭWEFMPMX]XSHSWSEWŰI\XVIQIP]WXVSRKű8LMW
strength will be further tested as the industry competes with
a different set of players to attract and retain tomorrow’s
talent.

“

“I think it is important
that companies work to
develop the e-mobility
skills of their staff,” says
Mr. Krol, “Many have
staff with skillsets close
and viable to the new
skills needed. But I also
think it’s important to
recognise that a part of
this population will not
have the right skillset, or
simply not be interested
in adapting from a
mechanical focus to a
digital one.”
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Which of the following will be most important to your organisation
in supplying the necessary technical skills required for e-mobility?

How strong or weak is your organisation in terms of its
capability to internally develop new skills and expertise in
relation to e-mobility?

Figure 9: Attracting talent and developing skills

Mr. Krol adds that many digital start-ups readily have staff with desired skillsets, and acquiring
them may be faster than developing in-house. And indeed, there is at least some recognition of a
WLMJXYRHIV[E]JYPP]SRIMRXLVII 

FIPMIZIXLEXEGUYMWMXMSRWSJGSQTERMIW[MXLWTIGMEPMWIH

e-mobility areas will be the best way to access the necessary skills.
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streams from things like in-car entertainment and media

Partnering across sectors and with
competitors
Partnering
across sectors and with

systems and so they’re looking at start-ups and outside
MRHYWXVMIWJSVEHNEGIRXWIVZMGIWXSXLIGEVERHXSWII[LEX
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secondary
can beatmade
onceand
driving
the car is no
systems
and sorevenues
they’re looking
start-ups
outside

%WMKRMƤGERXRYQFIVSJGSQTERMIW[MPPFIWIIOMRKRI[JSVQW
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longerthings
the primary
reason
you buy a particular
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Partnering
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secondary
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driving
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ƤVQWERHWSJX[EVIGSQTERMIW  HMVIGXVMZEPW  ERHMRHYWXVMIWJSVEHNEGIRXWIVZMGIWXSXLIGEVERHXSWII[LEX
%WMKRMƤGERXRYQFIVSJGSQTERMIW[MPPFIWIIOMRKRI[JSVQW
competitors
longer the primary reason you buy a particular car.”
YRMZIVWMXMIW–
of partnerships
withũXSEGGIWWXLIIQSFMPMX]WOMPPWXLI]RIIH
complementary companies like energy secondary revenues can be made once driving the car is no
Conclusion: It’s only the beginning
ƤVQWERHWSJX[EVIGSQTERMIW  HMVIGXVMZEPW  ERH
%WMKRMƤGERXRYQFIVSJGSQTERMIW[MPPFIWIIOMRKRI[JSVQW

longer the primary reason you buy a particular car.”
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the shift for carmakers. However, the pressure to adapt will
increasingly ramp up in the coming years.
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